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ABSTRACT 

The Conventional Design Method (CDM) for anchored sheet pile quay walls cannot accurately calculate 

the anchor pile deformation, partly because it does not properly consider the subgrade reaction. This study 

aims to clarify the subgrade reaction characteristics to the anchor pile using finite element analysis. The 

CDM assumes that passive failure occurs at the front of the anchor pile. On the contrary, this study shows 

that the active failure region generated from the back of the sheet pile wall expands to the periphery of the 

anchor pile and the passive failure region is not generated at its front. Thus, the subgrade reaction to the 

anchor pile is found to be smaller than the CDM assumption. The CDM also neglects the subgrade reaction 
in parts shallower than the tie-rod mounting height in the pile front. This study clarifies that the subgrade 

reaction in this part greatly contributes to the deformation resistance of the pile. Consequently, the 

subgrade reaction in the shallower range than the tie-rod mounting height is greater than or equal to that 

in the deeper range. Furthermore, the subgrade reaction has a lower upper limit when acting on the 

anchor pile than when acting on a horizontally stratified ground, and the difference between these limits 
widens as the reference earthquake strengthens. 

Keywords-sheet pile quay wall; seismic resistant design; subgrade reaction; anchor pile; active failure 

I. INTRODUCTION  

Quay walls are essential port facilities for cargo handling. 
During an earthquake, quay walls can deform even if their 
structural members are sound, causing serviceability problems 
[1-3]. The amount of deformation should be assessed in the 
seismic design of quay walls [4-6]. In an anchored sheet pile 
quay wall, the sheet pile wall and the anchor pile are combined 
by a tie-rod. As the tie-rod is very stiff, its elongation during an 
earthquake is negligible, and the deformation at the crown 
height of the sheet pile quay wall coincides with that of the 
anchor pile. In this scenario, the deformation of the anchor pile 
must be calculated accurately. 

The deformation of the anchor pile during an earthquake is 
greatly influenced by its interaction with the ground. Various 
methods have been proposed to simply evaluate the 
deformation of anchor piles during earthquakes based on the 
assumption that the ground deforms as a rigid body block [7-9]. 
However, these methods cannot calculate the amount of 
deformation with good accuracy due to insufficient 
consideration of the interaction between the anchor pile and the 
ground. The Conventional Design Method (CDM) [5] uses the 
beam-on-Winkler-foundation method, which considers the 
interaction between the anchor pile and the ground to calculate 

its deformation during earthquakes. However, the CDM cannot 
also accurately evaluate the deformation of the anchor pile 
during an earthquake for two reasons [10]. First, the anchor pile 
is subjected to translation, rotation, and bending deformations 
during an earthquake, whereas the CDM assumes that the 
anchor pile is not deformed below a certain depth, at which it is 
strongly confined and deformed only by bending at shallower 
depths. In practice, the ground behind the sheet pile wall is not 
horizontally stratified and experiences shear stress prior to the 
occurrence of the earthquake. Therefore, the earthquake causes 
residual deformation in the ground, resulting in kinematic 
forces that generate translations and rotations in the anchor 
pile. In [11], a simple and accurate method was presented to 
estimate the deformation of anchor piles caused by translation 
and rotation. Second, CDM cannot properly evaluate the 
subgrade reaction properties that greatly contribute to the 
bending deformation resistance of piles because it assumes that 
the anchor piles are embedded in horizontally stratified ground. 
Consequently, the bending deformation is poorly estimated 
[11]. Several studies have reported the subgrade reaction to 
piles in horizontally stratified [12-14] and sloping grounds [15-
17]. Other studies have investigated the front ground of an 
independent pile installed behind a sheet pile wall [18]. 
However, the subgrade reaction characteristics of the anchor 
pile behind the sheet pile wall have not been reported.  
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This study aims to investigate the subgrade reaction 
properties of the ground in front of an anchor pile using Finite 
Element Analysis (FEA) to improve the accuracy in calculating 
the bending deformation of piles. At first, the Subgrade 
Reaction Modulus (SRM) obtained through the FEA was 
compared with that of the CDM. The difference between the 
subgrade reaction properties of the ground in front of the 
anchor pile and horizontally stratified ground was then 
clarified. Finally, it is shown that this difference increases with 
the increasing strength of a reference earthquake.  

II. METHOD 

This study considered two cross-sections at different water 
depths, -5.5 and -11.0 m [11], designed by the CDM, as shown 
in Figure 1. The elevation of the ground surface was 4.0 m. The 
anchor pile positions were 13.5 m and 18.9 m from the sheet 
pile wall, respectively. CDM considers the subgrade reaction 
under tension of the tie-rod and deformation of the pile. The 
bending moment generated in the pile was obtained by solving 
the following differential equation: 

��
���

���  �  	
�    (1) 

where EI is the flexural rigidity of the pile, u is the lateral 
displacement of the pile at depth y, p is the subgrade reaction, 
and B is the pile width. The nonlinear load-displacement 
relationship of a pile often considers the nonlinear 
characteristics of the soil [19-21]. Based on the experimental 
results, the CDM calculates the subgrade reaction p as follows 
[5]: 

� �  ���.�     (2) 

where kc is the SRM. The SRM is often considered to depend 
on the foundation width [22-23], but this dependence is ignored 
when designing anchor piles [5]. 

 

 
Fig. 1.  Profile of the sheet pile quay wall in this study. Values at a water 

depth of -5.5 m are given in parentheses and EL denotes elevation. 

This study adopts the FEA code used in [11], namely the 
FLIP code [24], which is widely used to evaluate seismic 
responses of port facilities. Previous studies reported that the 
FLIP code accurately reproduces the residual deformation of 
the damaged sheet pile quay walls by earthquakes and the 
experimental results of the models [25-27]. The ground 

conditions, structural members, boundary conditions between 
members and the ground, and earthquake ground motions were 
set to those in [11]. Viscos boundaries were applied to the 
bottom and side. A bilinear joint element was applied to the 
boundary between the wall and soil to consider wall friction. 
The interaction between the anchor pile and the ground was 
considered using the soil-spring element [28], which can take 
into account the three-dimensional effect. The stress-strain 
relationship of the ground is expressed by a nonlinear 
relationship based on the hyperbolic model [29] using the 
multispring element [30]. The hyperbolic model shows a 
substantial damping coefficient compared to the experimental 
result in the large shear strain range. Thus, the FLIP code 
modifies the hysteresis curve to reduce the area of the 
hysteresis loop compared to that given by the Masing rule [31] 
to prevent the damping coefficient from exceeding the 
maximum value [32]. Detailed equations for the hyperbolic 
model are given in [11]. The effects of liquefaction were 
neglected. Tables I and II show the ground conditions and 
dimensions of the structural members, respectively. The natural 
period of the ground was set to 0.8 s for both ground 
conditions, based on the values typically observed in the field. 

TABLE I.  GROUND CONDITIONS 

Soil 
� 

(t/m3) 

��� 

(kN/m2) 

�′�� 

(kN/m2) 

� 

(°) 

Backfill sand 2.0 58,300 89.8 38 

Soil 1 2.0 72,200 198.5 39 

Soil 2 2.0 125,000 279.2 39 

Backfill stone 2.0 101,250 98 40 

Wall friction 

angle (°) 

In front of the wall: � = 15 

Behind the wall: � = 0 

Common physical 

properties  

ℎ��� = 0.24, �� = 2,200,000 kN/m2 

  = 0.33 

Note: ! = saturated unit weight, "�� = reference shear modulus, #′�� = reference average 

effective confining stress, $ = shear resistance angle, ℎ��� = maximum damping coefficient, ��  

= bulk modulus of pore water,   = Poisson’s ratio. 

TABLE II.  DIMENSIONS OF THE STRUCTURAL MEMBERS 

Water 

depth (m) 

Sheet pile Tie-rod 
Depth of 

embedment (m) 

Moment of inertia 

of area (m
4
/m) 

Area 

(m
2
/m) 

Length 

(m) 

−5.5 −11.8 0.000104 0.00063 13.5 

−11.0 −20.1 0.000791 0.00128 18.9 

Water 

depth (m) 

Anchor pile 

Pile length (m) Moment of inertia of area (m4/m) 

−5.5 14.2 0.000304 

−11.0 12.5 0.000516 

Note: Elastic modulus of all structural members is 200 kN/mm2 

 

As an example, Figure 2 shows a Finite Element (FE) mesh 
around the quay wall water depth of -5.5 m. The horizontal 
length of the FE model was 310 m. The height of the mesh was 
set at approximately 1.5 m to transmit seismic waves of up to 
15 Hz. A two-step analysis was carried out. At first, a dead 
weight analysis was performed to evaluate the stress generated 
in the ground and structural members prior to the earthquake, 
and then a dynamic analysis was performed. Figure 3 shows 
the time history of the waveforms used in the calculations. The 
Hachinohe and Iwakuni waves have maximum accelerations of 
1.0 and 1.5 m/s

2
, respectively, and are dominated by low (0.4-

1.5 Hz) and high frequencies (~4.0 Hz), respectively. 
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Fig. 2.  FE mesh around the quay wall. 

(a) 

 

(b) 

 

Fig. 3.  Input ground motions: (a) Hachinohe wave and (b) Iwakuni wave. 

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

A. Bending Deformation of the Anchor Pile 

Figure 4 compares the CDM- and FEA-calculated bending 
moments of the anchor piles after the earthquake. In both 
results, the bending moment increases with depth because the 
distance from the tie-rod tension application point becomes 
longer. Then, the bending moment decreases at a certain depth, 
since the effect of the ground resistance becomes large. Here, 
the bending moment in the CDM calculation uses the residual 
tie-rod tension determined in the FEA. Except when the cross-
section of a water depth of -11 m is subjected to the Hachinohe 
wave, the CDM gives larger bending moment maxima of the 
anchor pile than FEA. In the former exceptional case, CDM 
and FEA give very different generation altitudes of the bending 
moment maxima of the anchor pile. Figure 5 shows the 
bending deformation of the post-earthquake anchor pile 
obtained by doubly integrating the pile curvature. The 
deformation occurs in the negative direction, indicating that the 
anchor pile bends toward the side of the sea. In all cases, CDM 
predicted that the bending deformation begins increasing at 
elevations around -4.0 m, while FEA predicted a deeper onset 
of deformation increase, near -8.0 m elevation. In addition, 
except in the cross-section with the Hachinohe wave at a water 
depth of -11 m, the bending deformations obtained by FEA 
gradually decreased compared to CDM in the depth direction. 
In other words, the bending moments are smaller in FEA, and 
CDM overestimates the maximum bending moment of the 
anchor pile. In addition, when the Hachinohe wave was applied 
to the cross-section of a water depth of -11 m, the quay wall 

deformation was highest and the bending deformation obtained 
by FEA was considerably large at the pile top. In this case, the 
bending deformation of the pile occurred from a deeper 
position in FEA than in CDM. Therefore, the altitude of the 
maximum bending moment of the anchor piles greatly differed 
between CDM and FEA. 

 

(a) 

  

(b) 

  

 
  

Fig. 4.  Bending moments of an anchor pile obtained by the CDM and 

FEA: (a) at water depth -5.5 m, (b) at water depth -11 m. 

B. SRM in Front of the Anchor Pile 

The SRM defines the ratio of the pile subgrade reaction to 
the bending deformation of the pile. The SRMs were calculated 
in a range over which the subgrade reaction and pile-bending 
deformation occur in opposite directions, and their distributions 
are shown in Figure 6. The SRM obtained by CDM can be 
obtained only below the tie-rod mounting height because the 
CDM regards the tie-rod mounting height as the ground 
surface. According to the Winkler foundation model, the 
passive failure line is generated at lm1∕3 below the tie-rod 
mounting height, where  lm1 is the depth at which the bending 
moment of the anchor pile first becomes zero below the tie-rod 
mounting height. 
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(a) 

 

(b) 

 

 

 

Fig. 5.  Displacement of an anchor pile obtained by the CDM and FEA for  

water depth of (a) -5.5 m, (b) -11 m. 

The SRM obtained by FEA was larger at the highest 
altitude than at the tie-rod mounting height and was 
approximately constant below the tie-rod mounting height. 
Conversely, the SRM obtained by CDM decreased with 
increasing elevation because the CDM assumes a nonlinear 
relationship between the subgrade reaction and the bending 
deformation of the pile, as in (1). Thus, the increase in the 
subgrade reaction becomes subdued at high bending 
deformations of the pile. The distributions of the SRMs also 
differ between the methods. The CDM gives larger SRMs than 
FEA, especially when the Hachinohe wave is applied to the 
cross-section of the -11 m water depth. 

(a) 

 

(b) 

 

 
 

Fig. 6.  SRM distribution at water depth of (a) -5.5 m, (b) -11.0 m. 

C. Causes of Differences in SRMs 

To analyze the causes of the differences in SRM between 
the methods, the cross-section of the -5.5 m water depth was 
considered with only the self-weight and a static load, as shown 
in Figure 7. In Case 1, the tie-rod and anchor pile were 
removed, leaving only the cantilever sheet pile. In Case 2, the 
sheet pile and the tie-rod were removed while the front area of 
the sheet pile was reclaimed to simulate the horizontally 
stratified condition. After loading a self-weight, a concentrated 
load of 2.5 times the tie-rod tension was applied to the pile on 
the landfill side at the tie-rod mounting height. To elucidate the 
deformation mode of the ground, the concentrated load was 
determined through a self-weight analysis of the cross-section 
in Figure 1. Case 3 is similar to Case 2, but the self-weight and 
stiffness of the ground in the active failure region and the 
reclaimed area (gray area in the figure) were set to zero when 
applying the concentrated load to the pile. Case 4 is the 
condition illustrated in Figure 7(d).  

Figure 8 shows the contours of the horizontal 
displacements. The dashed yellow line is the boundary at which 
the horizontal displacement changes dramatically. Hereafter, 
this boundary is referred to as the pseudo-failure line. The red 
dashed lines indicate the active failure line behind the sheet pile 
and the passive failure line in front of the pile assumed by the 
CDM. In Case 1, the pseudo-failure line and the active failure 
line obtained by the CDM were similar. The deformation mode 
of the ground behind the cantilever sheet pile roughly agreed 
with the CDM assumption. In Case 2, the pseudo-failure line 
was similar to the active failure line at the back of the pile, and 
the passive failure line at the front of the pile obtained by the 
CDM. The deformation mode of the pile front ground also 
approximated the CDM assumption under the horizontally 
stratified condition. Unlike in Case 2, the pseudo-failure line 
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occurring at the front of the pile in Case 3 was horizontal until 
it reached the active failure region behind the sheet pile. This 
difference was caused by the different self-weights and ground 
stiffnesses in the active failure region and the reclaimed area. 
Cases 2 and 3 presented different horizontal displacements at 
the pile head, -0.026 and -0.046 m, respectively, and different 
levels of pile deformation. The pseudo-failure line in Case 4 
resembled a smooth coupling of the pseudo-failure lines of 
Cases 1 and 3. An active failure region was generated just 
behind the sheet pile, but the passive failure region assumed by 
the CDM was not generated at the front of the pile because the 
ground was not horizontally stratified and no subgrade reaction 
acted on the sheet pile above the seabed level. In particular, an 
enlarged active failure region occurred from the back of the 
sheet pile to the back of the pile. 

 

(a) 

 

(b) 

 

(c) 

 

(d) 

 

Fig. 7.  Study cases for analyzing the SRM differences between the CDM 

and FEA methods: (a) Case 1, (b) Case 2, (c) Case 3, (d) Case 4. 

 

(a) 

 

(b) 

 

(c) 

 

(d) 

 

Fig. 8.  Contour maps of horizontal displacements in the four cases:  

(a) Case 1, (b) Case 2, (c) Case 3, (d) Case 4. 

The residual horizontal displacement contours were 
calculated for the cross-section of -11 m water depth to show 
the deformation mode during an earthquake (Figure 9). The red 
and purple dashed lines show the active and passive failure 
lines caused by the Monobe-Okabe seismic earth pressure [33]. 
The pseudo-failure (yellow dashed) line resembled that under 
self-weight action, the ground deformation mode during the 
earthquake was unchanged from that in the self-weight 
analysis. The pseudo-failure line was similar to the slip failure 
lines in [9, 34]. The FEA obtained a smaller SRM against the 
pile than CDM, because the pile front ground is not in a passive 
but in an expanded active state. 
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(a) 

 

(b) 

 

Fig. 9.  Contour maps of residual horizontal displacements: (a) Hachinohe 
wave, (b) Iwakuni wave. 

(a) 

 

(b) 

 

(c) 

 

Fig. 10.  Studied cases for analyzing the effect of ground height: (a) Case 1, 

(b) Case 2, (c) Case 3. 

D. SRM Distributions 

As described above, CDM assumes that the tie-rod 
mounting height is the ground surface although the subgrade 
reaction occurs above the tie-rod mounting height. Based on 
the cross-section of Case 2 (Figure 7), static analysis was 
performed for different heights of ground surface and the 
SRMs were compared among the cases. The concentrated load 
equaled the tie-rod tension obtained in the self-weight analysis. 
Figure 10 presents the studied cases. Case A is a basic case 
with constant weight and stiffness of the ground. In Case B, the 
weight and stiffness of the ground above the pile head (+2.4 m, 
gray area) were set to zero under a concentrated load. In Case 
C, the weight and stiffness of the ground above the 
concentrated load acting point (+1.4 m, gray area) were set to 
zero under a concentrated load. Case C accepts the CDM 
assumption. 

 

(a) 

 

(b) 

 

(c) 

 

Fig. 11.  Bending deformation versus SRM: (a) Case A, (b) Case B,  

(c) Case C. 

Figure 11 shows the SRMs and bending deformations of the 
piles. Similarly to the results of Figure 6, the SRMs in Cases A 
and B at the highest altitude exceeded those at the tie-rod 
mounting height. In Cases A and B, the bending deformations 
at the pile head were 0.0035 and 0.005 m, and the SRMs at the 
concentrated load acting heights were 20,000 and 15,000 
kN/m2, respectively. The large pile deformation and small 
SRM in Case B were attributed to the zero ground weight at 
altitudes above the pile head under the concentrated load 
application. The small ground stiffness was caused by the slight 
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confining pressure in front of the pile. Conversely, the SRM in 
Case C decreased with increasing depth, in agreement with 
CDM (Figure 6). The bending deformation at the pile head was 
much larger in Case C (0.03 m) than in the other cases. The 
SRM at the concentrated load action height was 1,600 kN/m2, 
similar to that of CDM (Figure 6(a)). The SRM distributions 
differ between the two methods because CDM neglects the 
weight and stiffness of the ground above the concentrated load-
acting height. 

E. Maximum Subgrade Reaction 

As shown above, CDM overestimated the SRM. However, 
the degree of overestimation varied with the conditions, being 
large in the cross-section at a water depth of -11 m subjected to 
Hachinohe waves. Figure 12 shows the hysteretic curves of the 
subgrade reaction obtained by FEA and the bending 
deformation of the pile through the cross-section of -11 m 
water depth before and after the earthquake. The subgrade 
reaction was linearly related to bending deformation at altitudes 
of -5.6 m for the Hachinohe wave and -2.2 m or deeper for the 
Iwakuni wave. The relationship was nonlinear and 
asymptotically approached the upper limit at altitudes higher 
than the above-mentioned. The tangential SRM was calculated 
by connecting the points along the straight lines to the origin. 
Before the earthquake, the SRM at +1.9 m altitude was 5,000 
kN/m2. After the earthquake, the SRMs were 500 and 2,500 
kN/m

2
 for the Hachinohe and Iwakuni waves, respectively. The 

SRM notably decreased after the earthquake because the 
subgrade reaction and bending deformation are non-linearly 
related. By comparing Figures 9 and 12, this nonlinear 
relationship is observed to occur in the expanded active failure 
region. 

In CDM, the maximum value of the subgrade reaction is set 
as the passive earth pressure. Table III compares the maximum 
subgrade reactions and the passive seismic earth pressures 
based on the Monobe-Okabe theory. The maximum value of 
the subgrade reaction in the expanded active failure region was 
less than the passive earth pressure, indicating that the CDM 
overestimates the SRM when the subgrade reaction approaches 
the maximum value. The Hachinohe wave enhanced the 
seismic intensity through the cross-section of -11 m water 
depth. Thus, Hachinohe waves for this water depth cross-
section severely deteriorated the ground stiffness, and the 
extent to which the subgrade reaction reached the maximum 
value became the widest. Therefore, the degree of 
overestimation of SRM by the CDM was larger in this scenario 
than in the other scenarios. 

TABLE III.  COMPARISON OF PASSIVE EARTH PRESSURE 
AND MAXIMUM SUBGRADE REACTION 

EL (m) 
Passive earth pressure 

(kN/m
2
) 

Maximum subgrade 

reaction of FEA (kN/m
2
) 

+1.9 254 160 

+1.0 316 200 

–0.4 403 130 

–2.2 515 120 

 

(a) 

(b) 

 

 

Fig. 12.  Relationship between subgrade reaction and bending deformation: 

(a) Hachinohe wave, (b) Iwakuni wave. 

IV. CONCLUSIONS 

This study investigated the subgrade reaction properties of 
anchor piles of sheet pile quay walls using FEA. The main 
conclusions of the current study are: 

 The subgrade reaction against the anchor pile is smaller 
than that of the horizontally stratified ground because the 
sheet pile quay wall is irregularly shaped. CDM assumes a 
passive state in front of the pile and, hence, overestimates 
the maximum subgrade reaction acting on the pile. 

 CDM ignores the effects of weight and stiffness of the 
ground at altitudes above the tie-rod mounting height, 
which non-negligibly contribute to the resistance of the pile. 
Consequently, the subgrade reaction in the range shallower 
than the tie-rod mounting height is greater than or equal to 
that in the deeper range. 

 Under the effect of active ground failure, the upper limit of 
the subgrade reaction is lower in the ground in front of the 
anchor pile than in the horizontally stratified ground. This 
effect is enhanced with the strengthening of the seismic 
motions. It should be noted that this study investigated a 
limited number of examination cases. Therefore, further 
studies should be performed on various conditions, such as 
different anchor pile configurations and seismic motion 
intensities. 
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